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It must be noted, of course, that the instincts, though innate,
are not fully developed at birth. Erich appears inevitably at its
proper time. Moreover, there seems to be a period of maximal
activity in the development of each instinct; for example, the
collecting and gregarious instincts come to fruition normally
during the years of boyhood. James has called attention to
a law of transitoriness of instinct, which he forimilates thus:
"Many instincts ripen at a certain age and then fade away." l
Modern psychologists, however, would hardly agree with the
latter half of this 'law'; fading away is never the fate of an
instinct. But the teacher must realize that certain favourable
chances occur which will not occur again; he must, therefore,
'strike while the iron is hot.*
\ It must not be imagined, however, that the task of the edu-
cator is merely to work with the instincts. These instincts, as
we have seen, are the bricks out of which the individual's char-
acter is fashioned; the educator meets them in their crude
form, and it is his great task to transform and purify them. *'
How can this be done? "Well, man is not the slave of his in-
stincts. Bondage to instinct is rather the lot of the ant and the
busy bee, whose extreme efficiency is so often held up as an
example to us, but who, if they were not carrying out certain
stereotyped activities, would be doing nothing at all/ The
difference between man and these lowly creatures is so great
that it has been possible to maintain that the former is guided
by intelligence, the latter by instinct. But there is no justifica-
tion for assuming that Nature, somewhere in the ascent from
lower to higher forms of life, adopted a new principle.
McDougall has shown convincingly that the behaviour of in-
sects, though relatively stereotyped, really involves the co-opera-
tion of intelligence to some extent. (The real difference lies in
the fact that, whereas the lower animals can respond instinc*
tively to one object only, and in one way only, the instincts
of man are indefinitely plastic and adaptable,/ No doubt there
is usually one object which, more readily than another,
awakens an instinct, and one response which, more readily
than another, takes place; but other objects and other re-
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